LETABA BUSHVELD HUNTERS ASSOCIATION
SHOOTING RANGE
SAFETY RULES OF THIS RANGE
1.

All firearms must be unloaded at all times except when the shooter is on a shooting station and is under direct control of the Range Master.

2.

All firearms, when not on a shooting station, will be visibly safe i.e.
a.) Rifles bolts will be open
b.) Shotguns will be openend or slide drawn back
c.) Pistol slides will be back
d.) Revolver cilinders will be opened
or carried in a bag or holster designed for such a firearm.

3.

Only after all the shooters have declared their firearms "safe" may the shooters leave their positions.

4.

Allways keep the firearm pointed in a safe direction and away from people.

5.

All firearms to be treated as if they were loaded.

6.

All firing must be done in the direction of the backstop down range.

7.

Only targets placed in front of these backstop may be fired at.

8.

No drinking of alcohol is allowed on the Ranges - no person under the influence of alcohol may handle a firearm on this Range. The Range Master
have the right to order any person off the Range that is in his opinion under the influence of alcohol and his decision in this regard will be final.

9.

Only firearms in a sound condition with the correct ammunition may be used on this Range.

10.

Any person under the age of 21 may only handle firearms when they are under the direct supervision and control of the owner of that firearm or a Range Officer.

11.

Firing of any firearm may only take place from designated firing positions - never from in front or behind it.

12.

The 200 meter and 300 meter shooting stations of the Rifle Range may only be used when all other ranges (except the Airgun Range) have been vacated and
when no person are on these Ranges.

13.

When loading or unloading a firearm it must be pointed in the direction of the backstop.

14. Should a malfunction occur whilst firing and the assistance of a Range Officer is required, a hand should be raised while the firearm is still pointing in the direction
of the target
15.

When the Range Officer gives the command "Cease fire", all firearms should immediately be unloaded whilst pointing the firearm in a safe direction (toward the
backstop)

16.

Young children should be under the direct supervision and control of their parents when on the Range.

17.

No person may use this Range unless the red flags are visibly displayed on the prescribed positions

18.

No person may use this Range unless he/she is familiar with this rules.

BY ORDER : CHAIRMAN

